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Catfish Connections
Catfish angler ’s quest
for knowledge never fails
to amaze me. I have been
pleased and flattered to
hear from many of you
complementing Catfish Now
(CFN). Your acceptance of
the magazine as a source of
reliable catfish information
and a promoter of the sport
is a joy to my heart.
There are many people responsible for the
content provided in the magazine, not the least of
who are those anglers in the catfish community that
bear with us in our interviews and photo sessions.
I applaud their willingness to share what they know
about catfishing so we can share it with our readers.
There is no single way to do most of the tasks
that catfish anglers need to do to be successful. That
is why we enjoy bringing different perspectives, from
different anglers, in each issue. The more information
we can bring you, the easier it is for you to decide
which methods and techniques are best for the fishing
that you do. For that reason, I just wanted to thank
the many anglers that have contributed to the content
in CFN. It is your expertise that readers value and it
is your willingness to share that I thank you for.
I also want to welcome two new sponsors.
Hookers Terminal Tackle and SeaArk Boats joined us
in April. They also have a desire to see the catfish
community grow and both are strong supporters of
the industry.
As always, I wish to thank all the great sponsors
that support us. It is because of them that we are
able to offer the contents of CFN to our readers free
of charge. I hope you will help me thank them by
considering their products when you are in the market
for catfish equipment and supplies.
We are extremely pleased to bring you this
month’s collection of catfish related content and ask
you to share this issue with your friends, relatives
and other catfish enthusiasts. By doing so you just
might help them catch more Catfish Now.
Fish with passion,
Ron Presley, Editor
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by Ron Presley

You can never have too much equipment.

T

ravelling to a new big cat
destination usually conjures up questions
of what to pack for the trip. Veteran catfish
angler and B’n’M prostaffer Jason Aycock
has some suggestions based on his own
experience on three different bodies of
water.
Savvy cat men and women know that
you really need to discover the secrets
that exist for the particular body of water
you are fishing. Nothing helps you more

This is a pretty good example of why Aycock
likes to bump the Mississippi River. A seventyone-pound fish will make anyone’s day.
than having time on the water in various
destinations. What you learn from being
there a few times will pay big dividends in
the long run. Aycock has his favorite bodies
of water and he’s made a lot of good notes
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about each. They include the Mississippi
River, Wheeler and Wilson Lakes, and
the Ohio River.

Aycock loves his tournament fishing. He is
shown here with his partner, Hunter Jones.

Fishing the Mississippi River
Fishing the Big Muddy is an
experience in itself. It is a big body of water
with lots of current and lots of structure
throughout the river system. Anglers find
wing dikes, L dikes, sandbars, sharp bends,
revetment banks, and tons of logjams
that have collected over the years. Some
anglers are scared off because of what they
hear about the big river, but Aycock says
not to worry. He says you have to respect
the Mississippi River, but you don’t have
to fear it.
“In some areas, the current will make
it up to 6-8 mph,” instructed Aycock. “The
average, however is about 2-4 mph. The
main technique that works for me on the
Big Muddy is bumping and the current

helps me do that.”
Aycock likes the bumping technique
because it covers lots of river bottom and
potential fish. Instead of waiting for the
fish to come to your bait, you are taking
the bait to the fish.
“When using this technique, you must
have the right equipment,” says Aycock.
“My rod is the first choice I make
on my equipment. I use the B’n’M ProStaff Bumping Rod. The rod is light, very
sensitive, and has the backbone to fight the
heavy current and a 100-pound catfish.”
“I match my B’n’M with an Okuma
low-profile reel,” offered Aycock. “The lowprofile reel is very light and doesn’t add
much at all to the weight of the rod. My
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terminal tackle for bumping is a three-way
swivel rig.”
Aycock’s hook line is 50- to 80-pound
test mono and his sinker drop is 20-pound
test mono.
“It’s important on your hook line to
add a 2-way swivel about halfway between

“…you have to respect the
Mississippi River...”
the 3-way and the hook,” said Aycock.
“This added swivel keeps your line from
twisting while bumping.”
Aycock uses the trolling motor to cut
the backward drift down the river to about
half of what the current is actually running.
“When I get to the speed I like, it’s
time to start letting the bait out,” instructed
Aycock. “Thumb the spool lightly and don’t
let the line out too fast. If you don’t thumb
the spool, you will either not feel your
weight hit the bottom, and let out to much
line, or bird nest your reel. Once you reach
bottom, lift your weight up off the bottom
and set it back down. You repeat this over
and over while you boat travels backwards
at your reduced speed.”
Fishing Wheeler and Wilson Lakes
Wheeler and Wilson produce some
of the biggest fish in the country. They are
man-made lakes on the Tennessee River
that are controlled by TVA Dams. The
dams are what make these lakes different
to fish because they control the current.
“One day you might go out and
have 1-2 mph current,” said Aycock. “The
next day you might not have any. There
are different structures throughout these
lakes such as standing timber, man-made
structures, sunken barges, and humps
and roller coaster terrain caused by the
current.”
“These lakes are different to fish than
a river system that has constant current

because you are never sure what TVA
will be doing. I am always ready to switch
techniques to match the conditions I face
on any given day.”
Aycock says that when there is zero
current the fish will suspend and roam
around. It may require covering a lot of
water to find fish.
“With no current my technique of
choice is dragging and suspending baits,”
instructed Aycock. “I use my trolling motor
to produce my own current.”
“Just like any fishing technique this
one calls for certain types of equipment,”
continued Aycock. “When dragging and
suspending baits I use a variety of pole
lengths. My rods of choice during this
situation is the 10-foot B’n’M Silver Cat
Magnum and the 7-foot 6-inch B’n’M Silver
Cat Magnum.”
“When fishing in these conditions
I take two of my 10-foot Silver Cats and
rig them up Santee Cooper style. These
poles are set up as my dragging rigs. I set
them in my two back corner rod holders.
I usually let them out around 150-200
feet. They drag along the bottom as the
boat moves with the wind or powered by
the trolling motor. If I am using my trolling
motor I target a speed of around .5 to .8
mph.”
“I take two more 10-foot Silver Cats
and set them up with a Carolina rig. I put
one on each side in a rod holder. That way
I am covering 10 feet on each side of my
boat with a suspended rig. I simply drop
the weight until it hits bottom and reel up
three times. This gets the bait up about 5
feet off the bottom where I believe fish are
holding.”
“Next, I have my 7-foot 6-inch Silver
Cats rigged up Carolina style. These two
rods go in the center two rod holders out
the back end of my boat. Occasionally I
Wheeler Lake is a favorite destination of
Aycock. He is shown here with his son Carson
with a 90.5-pound Wilson Lake blue cat.
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put them in the front of my boat to change
the spread. These rods are suspended as
well.”
Aycock points out that your boat
also needs to be equipped with strong rod
holders. The big fish caught in Wilson/
Wheeler will test the strength of the
holders.
“This technique, with multiple rods
and rod holders serve as an extra set of
hands,” explains Aycock. “My rod-holders
of choice are Driftmaster Rod Holders.
These have always worked well for me
and come in different angles so I can fit
them to the particular presenting I want.”

a couple of them. The size weight I use
depends on how fast the current is. Faster
current requires bigger sinkers.”
“The technique is very simple,”
explained Aycock. “A typical spread will
have 6 rods placed in Driftmaster Rod
Holders around the boat. The spread
reminds me of a big spider with legs
reaching out in several directions.”
After the weight has hit the bottom
Aycock reels up 2, 3, or 4 times with the
notion of staggering the baits in the water
column.
“I want the baits at different depths

Fishing the Ohio River
Aycock describes the Ohio River as
a smaller version of the Mississippi River
below where the Tennessee River dumps
in. He also says it is a lot like the Tennessee
River above it.
“Below the Tennessee River, you
will have current up to 2.5 mph,” offered
Aycock. “Sometimes it will run faster if
there has been heavy rain in the area. It
can, however, be very slow during slack
rain periods.”
“The Ohio River above the Tennessee
River will sometimes fish like a lake. That
can make fishing difficult. You also have
dikes on the Ohio, but not as many as on
the Mississippi. Anglers will find structures,
such as humps and roller coasters, holes
caused by eddies, lots of wood that has
jammed up in the bottom, and maybe your
occasional sunken barge. All good catfish
spots.”
“If I have my druthers, I will be
suspend-drifting on the Ohio River,” offered
Aycock. “Some refer to it as free-drifting.
Like I said earlier, there usually is current
on the Ohio but most of the time it’s not
enough to bump. Anytime the current is
less than 1 mph I prefer to free drift.”
In this scenario Aycock uses his 10foot and 7-foot 6-inch Silver Cat Magnums
equipped with Shimano Tekota Reels.
“I rig all the rods with a Carolina rig
and might even use a Kentucky rig on
8 Catfish NOW May 2018
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in the water column. Once I discover which
depth is producing the most bites I set all
the rods at that depth.”
Once all the rods are deployed
Aycock lets the current move the boat
where ever it pleases, taking note to use
the trolling motor to avoid obstacles. He
refers to this use of the trolling motor as
controlled drifting.
Anchor Fishing
Aycock loves his bumping, drifting
and dragging, but also wants anglers to
know when to anchor up and fish stationary
on the rope.
“I will anchor fish in any body of water,”
instructed Aycock. “But first I have to see a
stack of fish on the sonar or structure that
I expect to hold fish. If I don’t see the fish
or the structure I don’t waste my time.”
“There are times on the Mississippi
when I might anchor down behind dikes.
There are times on Wheeler and Wilson
Lakes when I anchor up on an area where
there is a lot of wood. On the Ohio River it
could be an old sunken barge or a hump,
but I must have that gut feeling that the
area is holding fish, before I throw the
anchor. Additionally, when I fish in the
winter I anchor because I think the fish are
less aggressive and it might take a little
longer for them to make the decision to
strike.”
Once anchored, Aycock normally
fishes with his 7-foot 6-inch rods. The only
exception he makes is when he needs to
make an extralong cast.
“If I need a long cast, I break out
the 10 footers to get the extra distance,”
explained Aycock. “The longer rods have
a lot of leverage. I can cast them a mile. In
all these bodies of water I would be fishing
with bait that is natural to the area.”

This Ohio River blue came from a bunch of
scattered rockpiles, something that Aycock
is always looking for.
different technique.”
“Don’t stay with the same technique
just because it’s the way you caught them
before. I’ve made that mistake and it has
cost me in tournaments. I have had tons
of success by being pro-active and willing
to change. Finally, we never know it all, so
always be willing to listen to other anglers
and try the things that they are willing to
share with you.”

Concluding Remarks
		
“The last thing I want to mention
is to always be willing to change when
conditions warrant it,” concluded Aycock.
“Every time you go out on the water try
at least one new area and always try a
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CATFISH BASICS

Catfish Basics #039

Marking Catfish on Sonar:
Larry Muse, Warrior Cat Rods

Sonar seems to improve yearly, and it has been one of
the major changes in catfishing. Learning to identify what you
are seeing on sonar can help you keep your bait in productive
waters. Larry Muse enjoys suspend fishing and he uses a
simple observation to determine if the fish he sees on sonar is
catfish or some other species.
“My observations over years of fishing make me pretty
sure of this,” said Muse. “I distinguish catfish from other fish by
where they are in relation to the bait fish. When I am marking
fish, I think they are catfish because I am marking big fish over
little fish.”
“Everything else in the river is big fish under little fish,” continued Muse. “Those
other fish are feeding up on bait. So, when I mark big fish suspended over little fish
I am thinking that’s catfish. All I gotta’ do then is figure out how to get them to bite.”
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HOW TO?

B’n’M How To:
Flood Water Conditions
with Capt. Ty Konkle
FVCatfishing.com
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Put the experience first

Z
ac Zajac caught the catfish passion
later in life compared to some. He grew up in
Northern Indiana until his freshmen year in
high school when he moved to Durham, NC. It
was a move that would change his life.
“My parents were not into fishing,” offered
Zajac. “I never even had a line in the water until
I was in my 20s. I bought my first house when
I was 20. I bought a boat and loved cruising,
skiing and knee boarding.”
His fishing endeavors started when some
of his friends started fishing for bream and
channel cats from the bank. He started fishing
with his friends. When he discovered the fun of
fishing he started taking his wife and daughter
out fishing also. One thing led to another and
bigger fish came into the picture.
“I feel very lucky and blessed to have
been trained by some catfishing legends,”
continued Zajac. “I am also fortunate to live

“The catfish are just a bonus.”
so close to some of the best trophy catfish
fisheries in the world. I would have to say that
Kaleb Page influenced me the most. He took
a lot of time, not only taking me out fishing, but
explaining how and why he did what he did.”
“One day in 2013 my friends Tony Cayton
and Kaleb Page (Now owners of Catch the
Fever) took me out catfishing at Kerr Lake,”
recalled Zajac. “We were on the Virginia end
of the lake and we drifted for catfish. It was a
blast. We caught a ton of catfish between 10
and15 pounds. Soon after that, they invited me
to go with them to the James River in Virginia.”

It was that trip with friends, to the James River,
that solidified Zajac’s passion for catfishing.
“As we were reeling in for the day a huge
fish hit the reel behind me,” recalled Zajac.
“The fish started peeling drag. With Kaleb Page
coaching me I was able to land a 50-pound
James River monster blue cat! From then on I
was hooked!”
As the fishing friends traveled home from
that James River trip, Kaleb Page mentioned he
may be selling his 17-foot Carolina skiff. Zajac
collected cash from all his accounts to buy the
boat from Page and shift his boating interests
from cruising, skiing and knee boarding, to
catfishing.
“Kaleb continued to coach me on how to
catch bait in a cast net and how to catch catfish
on Kerr Lake and the James River,” continued
Zajac. “I learned quickly and started taking out
friends and putting them on catfish. By early
2015 I wanted to try a different body of water.”
As Zajac monitored the Big Cat Fever
Members Group, he noticed that Zakk Royce
was posting a lot of catfish from Lake Gaston.
Zajac contacted him to see if he would share
some pointers.
“Zakk was in Wilmington, NC that night,
but he told me a good spot to fish,” said Zajac.
“I went to that spot and caught fish nonstop
until 3 am, when I was just worn out. From that
point on I knew Zakk Royce was the real deal.
I started fishing with him several days/nights a
week.”
He quickly outgrew his 17-foot skiff and
wanted a bigger boat. He had admired Zakk’s
21-foot Carolina Skiff with a T-top. Thoughts of
buying that boat led Zajac to a new chapter in
his life.
“I was thinking of a way to convince my
wife that I needed a new boat,” recalled Zajac.
“I contacted Zakk one night and asked him if
he wanted to start a guide service. We thought
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that we could get at least one trip each, every
other weekend. We got all the necessary
paperwork filed and started Blues Brothers
Guide Service in late 2015.”
Blues Brothers Guide Service was an
instant success. It operates today with Zac
and Zakk at the helm. There are no plans on
stopping, only plans to grow.
“Zakk and I enjoy the awesome friendship
we have made through fishing,” declared Zajac.
“That is what it is all about, fishing with good
friends and just having a fun time. The catfish
are just a bonus. Nowadays, I feel like I have
more fun watching someone catch a personal

This is the 50-pound James River monster
that Zajac caught while fishing with Kaleb
Page. From then on, he was hooked on
catfishing.
best catfish more than I enjoy catching them
myself.”
Zac has done some tournament fishing
and says that he enjoys it. But between working
full time, owning and operating a guide service
and making time to fish for fun makes it a
challenge to tournament fish.
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Reminiscing about his best day on the
water also gives Zajac call to not worry about
tournament fishing. It was the kind of day that
brings anglers back to the water for more and
taught him a lesson about staying home.
“If was January of 2017,” recalled Zajac.
“The weather was pretty bad with very high
winds and I almost didn’t go out fishing. I made
the decision to go anyway and caught a ton of
fish. We caught everything from small fish to
multiple 40-plus pound catfish.”
“That trip gave me the opportunity to
do some live streams on Facebook about
marking bait,” continued Zajac. “I also created
some live videos of fishing alone and catching
these nice size fish. What I learned from this
trip that almost didn’t happen was that I should
fish as much as I can. You never really know
what might happen. It could be the best fishing
you’ve ever had, when everyone else stayed
home.”
Of course, all fishing trips are not
bonanzas like his best one. However, even the
bad ones are learning experiences.
“My worst day of fishing occurred on a
guided trip,” revealed Zajac. “I was 7.5 hours
into an 8-hour trip and the skunk was still on
the boat. I was so down on myself and afraid
my clients were going to be so disappointed. In
the last 30 minutes we finally caught a couple
of fish, but they were nice about it. They were
some of my favorite clients.”
“I learned an important lesson that day,”
offered Zajac. “If I go out and try my best, and
work hard, most people will recognize that and
understand that fishing is fishing. Now, I just
try to enjoy my clients company and not get as
stressed out about the bite being slow when it
happens (and it does happen)!”
While there are still plenty of catfish
anglers that need to learn a few lessons about
conservation, Zajac learned it from the start.
“Ever since I started catfishing I’ve always
been taught the importance of conservation for
trophy catfish,” declared Zajac. “It has always
made sense to me. Anglers should put the
bigger fish back so others can have the same
opportunity and enjoyment that I felt when
catching it. Anglers also have to understand
that these bigger catfish have better genetics

Zajac includes his family in the fishing fun.
In this photo his wife is holding a nice blue
with their daughter standing by.
and are able to produce more fish because of
their genetics.”
“Common sense aside, conservation
should be even more important as a guide,”
said Zajac. “Why would I want to take out fish
that make me money and give my clients the
fun of catching them. I also feel that catchphoto-release (CPR) shows my respect for
these fish that my clients and I enjoy catching.”
Zajac has a boat rule that fish over 15
pounds are returned to the water. That includes
his personal fishing and his clients. Everyone
loves a good fish fry and he has no issue
with anyone keeping eater size fish. He does
emphasize keeping no more than needed.
Selective harvest is part of his efforts to set
a good example for others in maintaining the
future of trophy catfish and he says it includes
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Zajac is shown here with Zakk Royce, his
partner in Blues Brothers Catfish Guide
Service.
the kids.
“Kids need to be taught the importance
of CPR,” said Zajac. “They will enjoy the catch,
but I think they enjoy watching that fish swim
off even more. The bottom line is that releasing
the fish will protect the fishing for our youth as
they get older. Then they can share with their
children.”
The 32-year-old’s goals for his business
and his future relates to Blues Brothers Guide
Service. He would like to be remembered as
someone who always had a good time and as
someone who was respectful of all aspects of
life. Zajac wants to continue taking clients out
on the water and giving them the possibility of
catching their personal best catfish but would
also like to add some guides to the business.
“I would like, someday, to have enough
people working for our company that Zakk
and I can fish whenever we want, together
just for fun,” imagined Zajac. “Also, a state or
world record or two in the meantime would be
fantastic!”
- Ron Presley

Zakk Royce always picks on Zajac about
keeping his boat so clean. It gets bleached
down after every use. There might be a little
OCD involved.
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CFN How To:
Don’t Leave Fish to Find Fish
with Dale Russel Lowe Jr.
Big Cat Fever Rods
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Catfish Gear #003 — Offshore Tackle Planer Boards
Planer boards have become a vital
part of most catfish angler’s arsenal. They
were used for years in walleye fishing
and have been adopted my many catfish
anglers. There is no better way to increase
your spread when dragging. Just put one
or two boards out each side of the boat
and watch your catfishing success grow.
Seth McCallister uses planer boards
in lakes, small rivers and even in the
Mississippi. “We use them on both flats
and in large structure situations,” report
McCallister. “If anglers have a situation
where they would drag in the conventional
way, planer boards will work really well
for catfish. I use snag resistant dragging
weights that help avoid snags and hangups.”
McCallister offers a few things to
keep in mind when river fishing with
boards. “When fishing rivers we prefer to
drag downriver,” offered McCallister. “We
simply find more action then going against

current. If you drag downriver just be
sure your boat speed is greater than the
current.”
McCallister likes the Offshore Tackle
SST Pro Mag Board. “This size board is
perfect for pulling large baits and weights
up to 6 ounces, in both lake and river
applications. We have used the larger
planer boards for small channel catfish and
blue cats all the way up to 45 pounds. We
also catch an occasional flathead using
this method.”
“Planer boards are not a hard
technique to get good at,” reassured
McCallister. “I think many people see
planer boards and think it looks difficult.
That could not be further from the truth.
Planer boards are very simple to use and
can really increase your chances of putting
quality fish in the boat.”
Visit the Offshore Tackle website at www.
offshoretackle.com to view their full line of
catfish gear.
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Flat out flattie fun

By far, most catfish tournament
anglers target big blues. But a select few

Nick Dimino and Tommy Golson were
fishing on the rope when they boated
this
Tennessee-Tombigbee
flattie.
(Photo by John N. Felsher)

specialize in tempting finicky flatheads, which
many consider among the most challenging
freshwater fish in North America to catch.
Bass anglers occasionally catch bait. Unlike blues that might slurp anything
flatheads on lures that resemble bluegills, shad they can find, flatheads prefer to hunt live fish
or other baitfish, but most cats desire natural such as threadfin or gizzard shad, suckers,
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herring, small drum, river
shiners, bullheads and other
fish. In coastal areas, mullets
provide great temptations for big
flatheads.
“I like large live baits, about
3/4- to 1-pound,” recommended
Don Minchew of Wewahitchka,
FL. “I prefer a warmouth, then a
stumpknocker or redear sunfish.
If I don’t have any other bait, I’ll
use a bluegill. I’ve caught some
really big flatheads on large
gizzard shad. I hook live baits just
above the eyes. If someone tailhooks a live bait in swift water,
the flow goes backward through
its gills and the fish won’t stay
alive long. I want my bait to be
very active.”
Dead or Alive?
As ambush predators,
flatheads frequently drop into
fallen trees, rocky crevices,
stump fields, holes in undercut
banks and other places where
their superb mottled camouflage
allows them to ambush anything
that ventures too close. Flatheads
usually face upstream to watch
the currents for something to
eat. When they see something
irresistible, they swoosh out and
snatch it.
“Blues more likely go
looking for bait,” advised Tim
“Doc” Lange, a catfish angler from
Springfield, Ohio, who usually
fishes tournaments with his
wife, Lynn. “Flatheads typically
prefer to wait for bait to come

to them so they can ambush it,
but flatheads sometimes do get
aggressive and go after bait just
like blue cats.”
Although
flatheads
normally prey upon live bait,
most often at night, hungry
whiskerfish frequently slurp fish
chunks that prove too tempting.
When fishing rivers with swift
currents, even a dead shad could
seem alive as it flaps around in
the current. Try different baits to
see what the fish want best that
day.

“ w h i s k e r f i s h
frequently slurp fish
chunks that prove too
tempting.”
“I used to exclusively
use live bait for flatheads, but
my wife always used cut bait,”
Lange recalled. “She outfishes
me 10 to 1 with cut bait and also
holds the family record with an
88-pound blue cat. Now, I run
nothing, but cut bait. I like the
head, but my wife likes using
the gut cavity.”
Lange prefers to cut up a
2- to 3-pound skipjack and puts
chunks on a Carolina rig. He uses
40-pound-test monofilament for
the main line and threads the
line through a sinker. When a
wise old catfish grabs the bait,
19 Catfish NOW May 2018

FINESSE FINICKY FLATHEADS

the line slips through the sinker so it doesn’t
feel any unnatural weight or resistance. Tie on
a barrel swivel to hold the sinker in place and
attach a 16- to 18-inch length of monofilament
or fluorocarbon leader.
“I try to get the biggest skipjacks I can
find,” Lange explained. “The head is my
favorite portion. I cut it about an inch behind
its head. I like to use drifting sinkers with some
buckshot in them to make them rattle. I use as
light a weight as I can because I want that bait
to look natural. I just want it to barely tick along
the bottom looking like a fish just grabbed it
and let go. Flatheads like that movement. It
also leaves a blood trail in the water. I’ll hook
an 8/0 circle hook through one eye and out
the top of its skull. I’ll add a bobber to the line
about six inches in front of the bait to keep it
off the bottom.”
When using the body cavity or gut
section, cut the bait into slabs about one inch
thick. The body cavity section oozes succulent
juices and particles that catfish crave. Cut off

Tom Luttrell is no stranger to flatheads.
He caught this beauty while fishing
on the Alabama River at Selma, AL.
(Photo by John N. Felsher)
the tail about three inches from the end. Some
people chop the tail section into tiny pieces to
use for chum, but Lange tosses all his leftover
baits into a bucket until he finishes fishing for
the day. He wants every catfish to grab his
bait, not the chum.
Find Flatheads in Rivers
Big flatheads thrive in major rivers like the
Mississippi, Missouri, Arkansas, Red, Ohio or
Tennessee. Even in reservoirs, tailraces near
dams retain riverine characteristics. Water
flowing through gates in the dam dislodges
creatures, which can spark a feeding frenzy.
When fishing current, first electronically scan
for good hiding places that break the flow,
such as fallen trees or rock piles.
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Bends in river channels also create great
places to look for flatheads. Currents move
faster around the outside bends, scouring
holes. Logs and other debris often drop into
these holes, turning a good flathead spot into
an even better one. Place baits down in the
holes or slightly upstream from ambush cover.
“I like to fish close to dams because it
creates some current moving through the
system,” stated Nick Dimino, a catfish angler
from West Point, MS. “When the gates open,
that stirs up the fish. In current, I like to fish
on the upstream side of holes right where the
bottom starts to drop off. Fish like to get just
over the drop-off edge to get out of the current
but look upstream into the current for any bait
to wash over them.”
When fishing strong currents, anglers
might need to use more weight to keep a bait
in place, but use only enough to hold it there.
Some anglers use disk sinkers to hold baits on
the bottom in current. A flat disk sinker lays on
the bottom, creating little resistance to water
flowing over it.
At good spots, many anglers anchor,
but that could disturb the fish. Modern trolling
motors with anchoring modes can hold a
boat in place, even in current. Teamed with
Tommy Golson boated this nice
excellent electronics, anglers can fish exactly
where they expect to find fish and lock in the flattie on the Tennessee-Tombigbee
near
Aliceville,
Ala.
trolling motor. If anglers need to reposition the Waterway
(Photo by John N. Felsher)
boat, they just move it with the trolling motor
without going through the highly disruptive
drag baits about 150 to 200 feet behind the
reanchoring process.
boat. I put the rods in the rack up high. That
way, the angle of the line helps keep the bait
Catching Them in Lakes
Although flatheads love rivers, they from hanging up. I mainly stay on the ledges
also populate many large impoundments and because fish use ledges as highways. I try
even some smaller lakes. On lakes, look for to drag the bait through as much cover as
flatheads along ledges and drop-offs. On a possible with the trolling motor.”
Sometimes, anglers need to hunt for
placid reservoir, Lange practices what he calls
“dragging.” He rigs several rods with tempting flatheads and then finesse finicky fish into
baits and lets the wind blow the boat across biting. When a big one does take a bait, hang
the surface. On a calm day, he runs the trolling on for one of the toughest fights in fresh water
motor to move the boat along at about 0.2 to fishing.
0.5 miles per hour.
“When I’m fishing a river, the boat is
still, but the water is moving,” Lange quipped.
- John N. Felsher
“When I’m fishing a lake, the water is still, but
the boat is moving. On a calm reservoir, I’ll
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by Monty Hill

Shallow water techniques that work all year long.

I

have been fishing Santee for over 20
years out of Hill’s Landing on the Diversion
Canal. My favorite time of the year for fishing
for trophy cats at Santee is spring and early
summer. In fact, springtime at Santee can
be some of the best fishing of the year.
The Santee Copper lakes system is
made up of two lakes connected with a canal.
The total area of the lakes is approximately
160,000 acres. The system is made up of
Lake Marion (the upper lake) and Lake
Moultrie (the lower lake).
Santee Copper Lakes are located
in the low country of South Carolina near
Charleston. It is approximately 62 miles from
the Santee River at the upper end of Lake

Hill shares his knowledge of Santee with his
son-in-law Howard Carlie and his grandson
Ethan. Howard and Ethan are shown here
with 38- and 25-pound blues caught in the
2018 King Kat tournament on Santee.
Marion above Santee, SC down to the dam
of Lake Moultrie in Moncks Corner, SC. The
canal that connects the two lakes is 7 miles
in length. The lakes are considered shallow
water lakes with a lot of stumpy shallow
water flats and submerged tree tops.
The lakes are blessed with an
abundance of salt water fish that migrate up
the Santee and Cooper Rivers to spawn in
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the lakes. Starting in December, menhaden
will come up the rivers and usually are in Hill is shown in this photo with his friend Andy
the lakes and rivers through January. In Cagle. Hill and Cagle won Big Kat honors at
February and until April the big American the 2016 King Kat tourney on Santee with
this 52-pound blue cat.
shad and large blueback herring will migrate
up the rivers for their spawn. It is this time of
year that is my favorite time to target trophy During the day I like to drift in this water
catfish.
around the deeper channels and ledges while
keeping an eye on the water temperatures.
When the water starts to warm a little
“…when I say shallow water,
the American shad and herring will migrate
I mean single digit shallow…”
up the river into the lakes to spawn in the
shallow water, an activity that brings the
catfish in shallow to feed.
When the water starts getting into the
The blue cats are fattening up and
preparing for their spawn which will occur mid-fifties I move up into shallow water in
when the water temperatures hit the 70’s. I’m search of water temperatures that are a few
fishing water temperatures that are hovering degrees warmer than the main lake temps.
around the low to mid-fifties. The thread fin Now, when I say shallow water I mean single
shad are schooled up in tight schools in the digit shallow, 3 to 9 feet.
Don’t be afraid to idle around in a
deeper 40- to 50-foot water.
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stump filled flat looking for a trophy. Keep
an eye out around the boat. You might even
see a swirl or see a big fish swimming off.
When I find water 3 to 5 degrees warmer
than the main lake water I anchor down and
put out some baits. It helps if you can find a
creek channel or old roadbed that may be
just 2 or 3 feet deeper than the surrounding
depths.
These same conditions are great at
night too. I locate these spots during the day
and go back at night and anchor up. I plan to
be on my anchor spot an hour or so before
dark. Get in your spot, anchor down and get
your baits out.
It is kinda’ like deer hunting. You want
to set up and be quiet. Another one of my
tricks to not have any lights on the boat after
it get darks. You don’t have to worry too
much about getting run over by a boat if you
are anchored down in 3 feet of water in the
middle of a stump flat. More than likely you
will be all alone in these conditions.
Once anchored up put out 6 to 10
baits, spread all around the boat. I use the
American shad and herring for bait. Don’t
be afraid to put out big baits. I will use the
herring whole and have been known to use
a shad head half as big as a dinner plate.
I fish with Abu Garcia 6500 reels on
7-foot Ugly Stick Tiger rods. I spool with
30-pound test mono mainline and 60-pound
test mono leaders. I use a Carolina rig with
a 2- to 3-foot leader, a 2- to 3-ounce no roll
sinker, and a 8/0 Gamakatsu circle hook.
When using large baits, I will rig with
just a leader, swivel and hook, no weight.
A big old shad head that weighs close to a
pound will stay on the bottom and you have
plenty of weight to cast it out.
I like to leave my reels released in the
rod holders to free spool with the bait clickers
on. There is nothing like the sound of a bait
Hill’s wife Kay often joins him on his 24foot Tracker pontoon. Pontoon boats
are popular fishing platforms on Santee
Cooper.
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clicker on a 6500 screaming with a big fish
running off with you bait. It’s kinda’ like when
the green flag drops at the Daytona 500. It
sends a tingle down my spine and makes
the hair stand up on my neck.
When the clicker goes off I just step
up to the reel and turn the handle to lock
the spool. I run the drags fairly loose and let
the circle hooks do the work. When the rod
loads up in the holder and the rod tip is down
to the water, then I will take it out of the rod
holder and try to land my trophy catfish.
The bites you get in these conditions
are usually good bites. You don’t catch many
small fish using this technique. Be prepared
to break off a few rigs. If you’re not tying on
rigs you are fishing in the wrong place.
I prefer fishing on the lower lake but
I have a few spots in the upper lake I like
also. The key is to find shallow water, less
than 10 feet, that is a few degrees warmer
than the main lake. If you can find these
conditions near a deeper channel that also
helps. Catfish will stage in 15- to 25-feet
deep channels near shallow water during the

Hill is definitely passing his knowledge
down through his family. His grandson,
Ethan, won the youth Big Fish honors
and the Championship Belt that went
with it at the 2018 Santee Cooper
Monster Cat Quest out of Black’s Camp.
day and move up into the shallow water at
night to feed. This technique works equally
well on other lakes in different parts of the
country. It seems to work about everywhere
I have tried it.
Monty Hill owns and operates Makin’ It
Reel fishing reel repair business. He can be
reached through his Makin’ it Reel Facebook
page.
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- Monty Hill
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Catfish Basics #040

Vision — Jason Aycock, B’n’M Poles

What you see is what you get. The majority of the time that I am
on the water, on the Mississippi or anywhere else, I am scanning the
surface. I am looking for hints that will help me catch more catfish. If I
see a change in current such as slow water or eddies, there has to be
something there causing it.
If I see a cut in the bank, I know there is going to be a change of
current. A rock dike will cause an eddy and a big bend will result in slower
water on the downriver side. Finding a steep bank washed out by the current could be
a honey hole. Keep your eyes peeled for conditions where your previous experiences
showed you the big cats liked those settings.
One of my favorite things to spot is a revetment bank. Revetment banks are found
where the Army Corps has come in and put big concrete square blocks, or big huge rocks,
to keep the current from washing out the banks. The current hits these banks causing
buckles in the revetments as it blows out the sand from underneath. The result is irregular
bottoms that the catfish love. These are places of security for big blues to get in behind
so they can sit and wait on a food source to float by.
Keep your eyes on the water looking for those hints that will put more fish in the boat.
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Trophy Catfish for the Future

by Ron Presley

Santee Basin Diadromous Fish Plan Updated
Editor’s Note: Not only do American Shad and Blueback Herring make good catfish
bait, they are fished for recreational purposes. The Santee Basin Diadromous Fish
Plan promises to improve the fishery of the Santee Basin.

W

hile not for the faint of heart,
cold February-March temperatures can
bring on some of the hottest fishing
around, especially if you are in pursuit of
American Shad. South Carolina’s Santee
River System (aka - The Santee Basin)

An American Shad is shown here being
measured by a scientist. Efforts are being
made to improve the habitat of migratory fish
and restore access to former spawning and
maturation sites.
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supports some of the largest populations
of migratory fish on the East Coast,
including the American Shad. Keeping that
fishery alive means keeping the Santee
Basin healthy and restoring access to
fish spawning areas; and that’s what the
South Carolina Department of Natural
Resources (SCDNR) and its partners want
to accomplish with the recently updated
Santee Basin Diadromous Fish Plan.
Originating in the Blue Ridge
Mountains of North Carolina, the Santee
Basin is the second largest watershed
on the East Coast, second only to the
Chesapeake Bay watershed, and supports
important commercial and recreational
fisheries. For the migratory fish of the
Santee Basin, an imperative part of their
life cycle is being able to access both
marine and freshwater habitats.
For species of fish such as the
Atlantic Sturgeon (federally endangered),
Shortnose
Sturgeon
(federally
endangered), American Shad, Hickory
Shad, and Blueback Herring, which

American Shad and Blueback Herring are
also sought by recreational anglers. Some
for sport, others for use as bait.
spend most of their adult lives in marine
or estuarine environments, migration to
freshwater is necessary for spawning.
Other species, such as the
American Eel, spend most of their adult
lives in freshwater and migrate to marine
environments to spawn. While gains
have been made in restoring depleted
populations of some of these species,
restoring the fishery to historic levels
means continuing to overcome habitat
loss and degradation and impediments
to spawning migrations and spawning
habitat.
To improve the habitat of migratory
fish and restore access to former spawning
and maturation sites, the National Marine
Fisheries Service (NMFS), SCDNR,
and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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(USFWS), developed the Santee-Cooper
Basin Diadromous (migratory) Fish
Passage Restoration Plan in 2001.
The development of this plan led to
a number of significant accomplishments
including construction of a fish ladder at
the Columbia Diversion Dam to provide
passage for American Shad and Blueback
Herring to access about 24 miles of
spawning habitat on the Broad River.
The
plan
also
established
scientifically-based flow criteria for
restoration of certain fish species at
five hydroelectric projects. Even more
important was the establishment of the

“…migration to freshwater is
necessary for spawning.”

for understanding the life history and
movement patterns of Atlantic Sturgeon,
Shortnose Sturgeon, and American Shad,
and identifies funding sources that can be
used to protect land areas along streams
within the Basin.
The NMFS, SCDNR, NCWRC and
USFWS have been working in partnership
with the utilities operating hydroelectric
facilities in the Santee Basin, such as Duke
Energy, Lockhart Power, Santee Cooper,
and SCE&G, as well as other federal,
state and local agencies with interests in
the migratory fishes of the Santee Basin
to accomplish these objectives.
For more information about the plan,
see the Santee Basin Diadromous Fish
Plan and contact the agencies mentioned
above. At SCDNR, contact Diadromous
Fisheries Program Coordinator, Bill Post,
at 843-953-9821, or Hydropower Projects
Coordinator, Bill Marshall, at 803-7349096.

Santee River Basin Accord that created
programs to conduct American Shad fry
stocking and monitor spawning migration
patterns of American Shad, Shortnose
Sturgeon, and American Eel. As a result
of the Santee River Basin Accord, more
than 26 million American Shad Fry were
stocked into the Broad and Wateree
Rivers from 2008-2017.
To build on the accomplishments of
the 2001 plan, NMFS, SCDNR, USFWS,
and North Carolina Wildlife Resources
Commission (NCWRC) have recently
updated the plan. The updated plan will
build on the accomplishments of the past
by further improving scientifically-based
flow criteria at hydroelectric projects,
improving water quality throughout the
Santee Basin, protecting fish habitat,
providing upstream and downstream
fish passage, and conducting further
population enhancement and monitoring
projects.
Specifically, the updated plan
promotes the importance of streamside
buffer zones for the improvement of water
quality, identifies studies necessary
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Catfish Gear #004 — Hooker’s Terminal Tackle—Mad
Catter Hooks
Hooker’s Terminal Tackle Mad Catter
hooks were the beginning of a dream come
true for owner, operator, and janitor, James N.
Arwood. He had been wanting to make his
own custom hooks for years. In December
of 2015, he started with several top selling
fishing hooks and began studying them from
the perspective of making them better.
After countless hours of thought, and
bending hooks by hand and pliers, he came
up with a design that is a blend of a circle and
a Kahle hook. His design became known as
Mad Catter Hooks.
After being tested on the water, Mad
Catter Hooks were quickly accepted by
numerous catfish anglers and Arwood’s dream
was becoming a reality.
His hooks feature a super wide gap
for large baits used by catfish anglers. They
have a backset tip like a circle hook for selfsetting and a two-position offset that functions
as a traditional setting hook. The hook eye is
backset for snelling. His Mad Catter Hooks

offered the catfish world the best of both
worlds.
One of the first users of Arwood’s
design was Dale Russel Lowe, Jr. In 2016
Lowe put the hook to the test when he caught
a 141-pound blue cat on the Mad Catter. He
was fishing the Icebowl Tournament on John
H. Kerr Reservoir (Buggs Island Lake).
“I love that the Mad Catter is a dual
action hook,” praised Lowe. “I like to lock the
rod down and let the fish hook itself when
I’m fishing for blues. When live baiting for
flatheads I turn the clicker on and set the hook
the old fashion way without having to change
hooks. The Mad Catter is the only hook I’ve
used since November 2016.”
Visit the Hooker Terminal Tackle’s website at
www.hookersterminaltackle.com to view their
full line of catfish gear. Given their 100 percent,
no questions asked, money back guarantee,
what do you have to lose?
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by Terry Madewell

Catfishing is the ideal fishing sport for having fun, all we have to do is let it happen.

The author’s dad, George Madewell, said
catfishing is inherently fun, just let it happen.
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C

atfishing is a rapidly growing
recreational fishery experiencing a burst
of interest from fishermen in recent years.
Excitement and interest has been generated
thanks to high-profile tournaments and big fish
catching potential. But catfishing is a multidimensional fishery and fun and enjoyment
comes in many forms.
Catfish have long been known as
outstanding table fare. Taking home some of
what you catch to eat is important to many.
Anglers new to the sport have also discovered
the fighting ability of this fish is excellent.
Plus, catfish have many similarities to game
fish in that they relate to underwater contours
and bottom features, as do many ‘sport’ fish
species.
Essentially, fishermen are discovering
catfish are simply a very ‘fun’ fish to pursue
and catch for a variety of reasons.
One key to their popularity is that they’re
abundant about anyplace that’s wet. Some
varieties of catfish grow to giant sizes, such as
the blue and flathead catfish. Channel catfish
grow to very respectable sizes and are highly
prolific with the potential to catch lots of fish
in the one-to-eight-pound class, sometimes
much larger.
As knowledge of how to catch catfish
has increased in recent years, anglers are
learning that these fish can be found in large
concentrations in small areas and are great
sport on light tackle. Some anglers get hooked
on catfishing simply because it is fun and
the ability to use electronics to find catfish in
big numbers and sizes is an integral part of
success.
Chuck Porter, a close friend and longtime bass fisherman, loves the challenge
of patterning fish and catching them. He’s
discovered the challenge that attracted him to
bass is also true with catfish.
“Part of the fun is thinking and figuring
out a successful fishing pattern,” Porter said.
“Some people have the mistaken idea that
When big catfish catches are made it always
creates memories.
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catfish just roam the lake and swim anywhere
with no pattern to where they go. That just isn’t
so. In fact, they are often very specific in where
they are located and what they’ll eat.”
“Bass don’t have a monopoly on drops,
humps and points,” he said. “I’m literally
having a ball catching channel, blue, flathead
and bullhead catfish from the same places I’ve
caught largemouth bass. For years I would
begin my day targeting bass and then switch to
catfish. I now start the day catfishing and catch
a good mess of fish and have a ball doing it.
Then, I may switch to bass later. Or I may not.”

“One of my great pleasures in this
sport is to introduce someone else
to fishing.” Chuck Porter
“One of my great pleasures in this sport
is to introduce someone else to fishing,” Porter
said. “Whether a youngster or adult I’ve found
that catfishing is a wonderful way to get a
person hooked on fishing. Catching a lot of
hard-fighting catfish, very quickly, tends to
have a positive impact on anyone.”
Perhaps my personal greatest lesson on
the fun of catfishing came from my dad, as it
should be, except he was in his mid-80’s when
he finally caught the catfish connection.
In my youthful days, I fished a lot. Dad
grew up in the Great Depression era and was
quite conservative in terms of spending money
on something like fishing. He would routinely
calculate (he was an Electrical and Mechanical
Engineer) how much per pound my fish cost me
to demonstrate how we could purchase them
more efficiently. I’d (respectfully) argue that
recreational values and fun were intangibles
and dollar figures could not compute that value.
Fast forward many years and dad would
visit me at Lake Wateree in South Carolina. He
and my buddy Chuck Porter became fast friends
and dad began catfishing with us. Long story
shortened, dad become more than enamored
with catfishing. As an Engineer he loved the
concept of targeting fish with electronics. And
he loved the fast-paced action on the smaller
blues and channels, and the occasional tug-of-

Go early for summertime catfish action to
beat the heat and enhance fun
war with a giant blue made lasting memories.
He became passionate about catfishing and
came full circle and feely talked about the
value of ‘fun’ when catfishing.
His health remained excellent almost
until he passed at the age of 96, and he had
more fun catfishing than any other ‘recreational’
thing he’d done his entire life. He was the one
who wanted to be setup and rods rigged and
fishing before the sun topped the horizon in
July. He was the one, at 91, who kept me,
and grandson Drew, out too long on a cold
November day, just so he could catch one
more big fish. Which he did, but my wife and
others worried about the cold and wind while
waiting at home, never believed it was dad that
wouldn’t relent.
And spending time catfishing on that
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pontoon brought us closer than we’d
ever been.
Another fun aspect of catfishing is
it can be a family fishing affair. Anchor
a boat, such as a roomy pontoon, in a
good catfish spot and everyone can be
hooking and catching fish. I’ve been
very fortunate to have granddaughters
that grew up catfishing with me and
even in their teenage years, we still fish
and talk. I’ve learned to not get between
my granddaughter Meagan and a
catfish rod buried three eyes deep in
the water under the stain of a hefty
catfish. She’ll leave footprints up my
back getting to the rod to fight the fish.
I cannot conceive of any greater fun for
a grandparent than seeing youngsters
passionate about catching catfish.
For many, this camaraderie is an
essential part of catfishing. And so is
the food usually associated with such
an outing. Have you tried the traditional
shore lunch of fried catfish? The taste
of fresh-caught catfish cooked over an
open fire on the lake or river where fish
were just caught is as good as it gets.
Add a few hushpuppies and you need
nothing else to complete the meal. Well,
except a nap with a full belly.
We can take the sport of catfishing
seriously without leaving the ‘fun’ out of
it. That’s one of the reasons catfishing
is unique. The style of fishing, anchored
or drifting, leaves time to interact with
others. With some fishing sports, the
focus is always intense and serious.
But catfishing enables intensity and fun
to combine for an ideal ‘intensely fun’
combination.
And one final thing I’ve learned
is to take pictures of folks with their
catfish catch. That makes memories
and generates anticipation (fun) for the
next catfishing trip.
Catfishing guide Jerry Kotal said
catfishing fun will vary for different
catfish anglers.
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Get a youngster on board with food and
good catfishing action and fun happens
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A Guides Perspective on Catfish for Fun
Jerry Kotal from Elberton, Ga., is a multi-species fishing guide on
Lake Richard B. Russell on the Savannah River, the river separating
South Carolina and Georgia. Kotal’s primary catfishing strategy is to
have fun.
I’ve fished with Kotal on several occasions and the first trip was
a classic. When he asked what the goal was for the day I told him
‘let’s catch a lot of catfish’. Our first stop was a shallow hump near the
Savannah River channel. We fished for about 20 minutes, catching
eight channel catfish in the 2- to 4-pound class, before Kotal said it
was time to move.
I resisted the urge to tell him he could just leave me knee deep
in water on that hump with a few pieces of bait, I was quite content.
But my decision to trust the guide was rewarded. The next place we
set up was a point with deep water on two sides.
As Kotal (706-988-0860) cast the last of his eight rigs and placed
it into the rodholder, rods began loading up with catfish. Within
moments the three of us each had a rod in each hand with chunky
channel catfish connected to the business end of the rigs. I followed
Kotal’s lead and tucked one rod under an arm and reeled the other,
trying to not drop either or both rigs. The first two guys in would get to
grab one of the other two rigs he’d cast out, both bowed double with
catfish.
I am glad no video was running because for my part a clown
show ensued. But I understood why Kotal wanted to move, and the
action stayed hot for about 45 minutes. We never got all eight rods
out again. Then he took us to the really good spot.
“It’s crucial to have fun catfishing, both for my fishermen and
myself,” Kotal said. “I’ll get the feel of what my group wants and react
accordingly. If fast action is desired, that’s what we’ll try. If a relaxed
pace is best, we’ll do that. Many just want to learn the process how to
catfish, how electronics are important, types of bait, rigging and best
tackle so that’s the focus. These things can be more important than
the bottom line number of fish. At the end of the day a catfishing trip
is remembered for the process of how the day played out and the fun
we had doing it.”
- Terry Madewell
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with Leslie Vanderau, Heroes Outdoor Therapy

From the concrete jungle to outdoor happiness.

I
n her search for a lifelong hobby,
Leslie Vanderau found catfishing. She

Nice catfish like this one help Leslie
overcome anxieties and bad habits.

was looking for something that she could
do solo or with other people. As the
“Back in 2014, I set out to introduce
years past this ex-marine is proving that
a hobby into my life,” explained Vanderau.
catfishing is the perfect fit.
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“I was looking for a pastime that I would
be able to do with my family or alone. I
wanted it to be outdoors, able to be done
at flexible hours, and allow me to say I
started as a rookie.”
The 34-year-old Mechanicsburg, PA
angler claims the Susquehanna River as
her home waters. Since she doesn’t have
a boat, much of her fishing time is from
the shoreline. Regardless of where she
fishes, she does it with enthusiasm, a
desire to learn more about the sport, and
a willingness to pass it on to others.
“Some of my most memorable catfish
moments have come when I am able to
get first time anglers out fishing,” offered
Vanderau. “Having grown up in the urban
concrete jungle, my younger brother had
never been fishing before. So, on one
of his visits, I gave him a quick Barney
style class on fishing 101. I broke him
in by catching bluegill for bait and then
waited for nightfall to come so we could go
catfishing.”
The sister/brother team’s preparation
paid off. They set up on the shoreline
and baited with the bluegill they had
caught earlier in the day. That success, in
introducing her brother to the sport, is one
of the reasons she catfishes.
“It was one of those nights”
reminisced Vanderau. “It wasn’t before
long he was hooked up and wrestling a
barrel rolling monster catfish. I remember
him nervously chuckling as he reeled the
big fish in. I also remember him saying that
it had to be a beast! Ten minutes later I
congratulated him for his first catch. It was
a 3-pound catty. I couldn’t help but laugh
hysterically, thinking he was doomed if
a decent 20-pound plus came along. He
would be going in for a swim for sure!”
Vanderau has taken her passion for
catfishing and applied it to a cause that is
near and dear to her heart. Based on her
personal experiences and a desire to help
fellow veterans, she founded H.O.T. as a
veteran nonprofit organization.
H.O.T. provides travel expense
relief for military veterans looking to

Leslie found some stress relief with this nice
flatty.
attend outdoor recreational functions.
The aim is to boost veteran attendance
and camaraderie in a therapeutic outdoor
environment.
“When I came out of the military
I had years of anxiety, bad habits and
vices,” offered Vanderau. “They included
a dependence on alcohol. Being outdoors,
and fishing specifically, helped me
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Leslie Vanderau is Founder
and President of Heroes Outdoor
Therapy (H.O.T.). The organization
follows a Mission Statement that
says: To maximize the opportunity
for HEROES to participate in
OUTDOOR recreational functions
through the provision of financial
and logistical support; to enhance
the discovery of camaraderie in the
outdoors as THERAPY for those
who have served our country.
overcome my PTSD and beat my addiction.”
“H.O.T. allows me to pass along the
passion that saved me, to others in a similar
situation,” continued Vanderau. “I want
H.O.T. to be the vessel that transports my
fellow veterans outside, both figuratively
and literally. And much like myself, help
them find therapy in the outdoors. I am
also dedicated to supporting similar
organizations who help lift military veteran
morale by using the great outdoors as a
method of healing.”
Aside from the vets she is able to help
through her nonprofit, female angers are
next on her list of heroes. They strengthen
her resolve to do what she does with H.O.T.
Don’t
laugh,”
said
Vanderau.
“Any time a female steps into a male
dominated sport, I get a sense of pride
and empowerment. I have met amazing
females in the catfish community. They are
confident skilled anglers. Many of them are
mothers, who have dealt with dirty diapers
and snot filled noses, so when it comes to
muddy, slimy catfish, they are ready to get
their hands dirty just as much as the men
are. These are women I look up to.”
When it comes to fishing it is her own
passionate approach that keeps her going.
She feeds off of the intensity of doing her
best in a chosen activity.
“Fishing with passion keeps the drive

Much of Leslie’s passion for the outdoors
relates to sharing it with others
and the hunger needed to keep learning,”
offered Vanderau. “Whether its testing out
new techniques or fishing new waters,
when you get skunked, passion is what
brings you back out another day to do it all
over again.”
“But what I love most about catfishing
is that no matter how much you plan what
you are actually going to catch, (the weight
and size of your catfish) is always unknown.
It’s that unknown that keeps my catfishing
addiction alive. Knowing the next time, I
might break my personal best—or maybe
even a state record.”
“If you have never been catfishing,
then it could be difficult to understand why
I love to catfish,” concluded Vanderau.
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WHY WE CATFISH

Leslie has used her passion for the outdoors
as a stepping stone to helping others through
Heroes Outdoor Therapy.
“To begin, there is the camaraderie that I
have found in the catfish community. I can
honestly say some of most real, kindest,
and humblest people, have accepted me
and shared the love of this sport with me.”
“Along with the passion, the fever,
the drive, and the memories, I catfish
because it saved and changed my life for
the better.”

Why We Catfish Guest Editorial
This column is provided for reader submitted
editorials on Why We Catfish. If you have
a short story related to why you catfish,
you may submit it for consideration and
publication in a future issue of CatfishNow.
Send submissions of 500 words or less
and one or two photos to Ron Presley at
presleyr@bellsouth.net.

- Leslie Vanderau
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CATFISH CALENDAR
(Fishermen, check with club/association for exact dates, changes, cancellations and rules.)
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
JUNE
JUNE
JUNE
JUNE
JUNE
JUNE
JUNE
JUNE
JUNE
JUNE
JUNE
JUNE
JUNE
JUNE
JUNE
JUNE
JUNE
JUNE
JUNE
JUNE
JUNE
JUNE

18th-20th
19th
19th
19th
19th
19th
19th
19th
19th
19th
19th
19th
23rd
26th
26th
26th
26th
26th - 27th
30th
1st-3rd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd - 3rd
6th
7th
9th
9th
9th
9th
9th
9th
9th
9th - 10th
13th

TUG-N-JUGS
CABELA’S KING KAT
CATFISH MAFIA
CATHUNTERS ASSOCIATION OF THE SOUTH
CHATTAHOOCHEE HILLJACKS
CENTRAL TEXAS CATFISH TRAIL
GET-N-HOOKED
INDIANA CATFISH
KANAWHA RIVER CATFISH CLUB
KERR LAKE MADKATTERS
WEST TN CATFISH ANGLERS
WHISKEY CITY CATFISH CLUB
RED RIVER VALLEY CATFISH LEAGUE
FLATHEAD BLUES ON CHANNEL2
HOLD’EM HOOK
SOUTHWEST OHIO CATFISH CLUB
TRI-STATE KATS
MICHIGAN CATFISH ANGLERS TRAIL
RED RIVER VALLEY CATFISH LEAGUE
TUG-N-JUGS
BIG SIOUX CAT ANGLERS
CABELA’S KING KAT
CATFISH COUNTRY
CATFISH MAFIA
GET-N-HOOKED
JKV CATFISHING
MICHIGAN CATFISH ANGLERS TRAIL
MISSISSIPPI CATFISH TRAIL
SOUTHEASTERN CATFISH CLUB
ICATS
RED RIVER VALLEY CATFISH LEAGUE
TRI-STATE KATS
CABELA’S KING KAT
CATFISH COUNTRY
ICATS
INDIANA CATFISH
SOUTHEAST NEBRASKA MO RIVER CLUB
TRI-STATE KATS
WHISKEY CITY CATFISH CLUB
MICHIGAN CATFISH ANGLERS TRAIL
RED RIVER VALLEY CATFISH LEAGUE

KAW
OHIO & WABASH RIVERS
LONG LEVEL
ESCAMBIA RIVER
BLUFF CREEK
TBD
KAW
VINCENNES
RAYMOND CITY
STAUNTON VIEW BOAT RAMP
CARUTHERS
SCHMIDT BOAT RAMP
NORTH LANDING
HOOVER RESERVOIR
JOE WHEELER
ABERDEEN BOAT RAMP
SIOUX CITY
MAPLE RIVER
LAFAVE PARK
KEYSTONE
BROWNS LAKE
ROCK RIVER
TANNERS CREEK
LAKE ALDRED
KEYSTONE
OHIO RIVER
Webber Dam Boat Launch
MISSISSIPPI/YAZOO RIVER
LAKE WATEREE
RED ROCK
NORTH LANDING
SIOUX CITY
CARLYLE LAKE
ABERDEEN BOAT RAMP
DES MOINES RIVER
VEVAY
PERU
SIOUX CITY
LEAVENSWORTH
GRAND RIVER
LAFAVE PARK
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CLUB
CLUB
CLUB/DAY
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB/NIGHT
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB #3
CLUB
TRAIL/EVENT #4
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
TRI-STATE SHOOTOUT
SHOOTOUT/NIGHT
CLUB
CLUB
TRAIL/CHANNEL CAT SLAM
CLUB
SPECIAL EVENT
CLUB/NIGHT
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
BOB MILLER MEMORIAL
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
TRAIL/EVENT #5
CLUB

CATFISH CLUBS

Corrections or additions contact us at catfishnow.com

CLUB
BIG CAT QUEST
BIG SIOUX CAT ANGLERS
CABELA’SKING KAT TOURNAMENT TRAIL
CAROLINA ANGLERS TEAM TRAIL C.A.T.T
CATFISH CHASERS TOURNAMENT SERIES
CATFISH CONFERENCE
CATFISH COUNTRY
CATFISH NATION OUTDOORS
CATFISH MAFIA
CATHUNTERS ASSOC. OF THE SOUTH C.A.T.S.
CENTRAL MISSOURI CATS
CENTRAL TEXAS CATFISH TRAIL
CHATTAHOOCHEE HILLJACK CATFISHING
FISHIN BLUES
FLATHEAD BLUES ON CHANNEL 2
GET-N-HOOKED
HOLD’EM HOOK CATFISH TRAIL
ICATS
INDIANA CATFISH
J.K.V. CATFISHING TOURNAMENT TRAIL
KANAWHA RIVER CATFISH CLUB
MICHIGAN CATFISH ANGLERS TRAIL
MISSISSIPPI CATFISH TRAIL
MISSISSIPPI RIVER MONSTERS
MONSTERS ON THE OHIO
OHIO VALLEY CATFISHING
OHIO VALLEY RIVER CATS
OLD DOMINION CATFISH CLUB
RED RIVER VALLEY CATFISH LEAGUE
SCHEELS BOUNDRY BATTLE CATFISH TOURNAMENT
SOUTHEASTERN CATFISH CLUB
SOUTHEAST NEBRASKA MO RIVER CATFISH CLUB
SOUTHWEST OHIO CATFISH CLUB
TRI STATE KATS
TRI-COUNTY CATFISH ASSOCIATION
TUG-N-JUGS
TWISTED CAT OUTDOORS
WEST TEXAS CATFISH TRAIL
WEST TN CATFISH ANGLERS
WHISKY CITY CATFISH CLUB
WICKED WHISKER TOURNAMENT TRAIL
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FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK

Tournament Results

APRIL 7th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

CATFISH MAFIA
LOWER POTOMAC

Bryan Newton/David
Jason Kinter/Eric/Aurumn
Kenneth Bennett/Michael/BJ Wright
Glenn Orr/James McGlaughlin
Scott Silby/Burt Hunt

125.2
121
99.6
84.2
77.4

BIG FISH
1. Bryan Newton/David

APRIL 7th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

50.8

CENTRAL TEXAS CATFISH
TRAIL
LAKE LIMESTONE

Whisker Gitters
ZWZ
DRTW
Houston Guide Service
Eager

35.53
33.21
31.44
31.09
28.26

BIG FISH
1. Eager

APRIL 7th

11.39

FLATHEAD BLUES ON
CHANNEL 2
HOOVER RESERVOIR

1. Joseph Acreman/Michael Wahl
2. Shawn Dauphin/Craig Williams
3. Jerry Hite/Mike Anderson

42.7
39.2
29.1

BIG FISH
1. Shawn Dauphin/Craig Williams

APRIL 7th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

24.3

INDIANA CATFISH
ASSOCIATION
TURTLE CREEK

Jeremiah Hix/Hunter Hix/Hix
Ron Streeter/George Kruster
Royce Holder/Jordan Holder
Brett Pezan/Brian Walker/Caleb Noney
Stanley Thompson/Richard Nugester

33.88
28.4
19
17.1
12.1

BIG FISH
1. Jeremiah Hix/Hunter Hix/Hix

14.6
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Tournament Results

APRIL 7th

SOUTHEASTERN CATFISH
CLUB
LAKE WATEREE

1. Team In God We Trust
2. Team Rip Lip
3. Team Whisker Gitters
4.Team Cat Whisperer
5. Team Trophy Hunter

122.14
105.52
99.67
97.37
96.27

BIG FISH
1. Team Whisker Gitters

APRI 13th - 14th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

55.9

CABELA’S KING KAT
WATTS BAR LAKE

Mike Mitchell/Rick Sexton
David Hall/Scott Martin
Rob Benningfield/Ricky Eiselt
Sammuel Cate/Chris Vittetoe
Daniel Bell/Randy Neville

197.68
156.18
137.58
125.84
122.1

BIG FISH
1. Mike Mitchell/Rick Sexton

APRIL 13th - 15th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

47.04

TUG N JUGS
SKIATOOK

Cat Daddys
Whisker Warriors
Jug Life
Koolcats
Jug Lovers

58.6
20.36
17.92
13.64
7.6

BIG FISH
1. Cat Daddys

APRIL 14th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

39.14

CATHUNTERS ASSOC. OF THE
SOUTH
CHOCTOWHATCHEE

Joey Meeks
Glenn Flowers
Ed Turk/Allen Shephard
Travis/Jason
Andre Summer

68.6
48
46
44.3
11.6

BIG FISH
1. Travis/Jason

44.3
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Tournament Results
GET-N-HOOKED

APRIL 14th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

SKIATOOK

F-M-F
Catch & Release
Catfish Addiction
Cat Nappers
Horton/Hoyer

35.28
21.86
20.68
19.26
11.02

BIG FISH
1. F-M-F

12.44

KANAWHA RIVER CATFISH
CLUB

APRIL 14th

NITRO

1. Adam Scott/Cody Williams/Justin Vaught
2. Todd Anderson/Josh Burton/Noah Eblin
3. Dustin Hermansdorpher/Scott Hermansdorpher

78.05
73.75
48.8

BIG FISH
1. Todd Anderson/Josh Burton/Noah Eblin

APRIL 14th

32.8

MICHIGAN CATFISH ANGLERS
TRAIL
ST JOE RIVER

1. Rusty Eastman/John Frost
2. Casey Holroyd/Jared Holroyd
3. Lloyd Tanner/Christopher Bauman
4. Adam Weigold/George Gidden/Kaleb
Thompson

52.1
21.8
18.9
11.3

BIG FISH
1. Rusty Eastman/John Frost

APRIL 21st
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

21.3

CATFISH CHASERS
PERRY LAKE

Neufeld/Postier
Meyer/Shipman
Scarbury/Tran
Perry/Anderson
Brockover/Schmitt

84.5
75.85
71.8
68.65
64.6

BIG FISH
1. Brockover/Schmitt

43.35
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Tournament Results
APRIL 21st
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

CABELA’S KING KAT
DELAWARE RIVER

Josh Trainor/Roy Trainor/Nathan Trainor
William Damask/William Damask II
Lee Dickerson/Keith Rippeon
Carl Morris Jr/Rob Parsons
Roy Damask/Steven Weindel Jr

53.54
53.32
39.2
38.34
35.32

BIG FISH
1. Carl Morris Jr/Rob Parsons

APRIL 21st
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

14.74

CATFISH MAFIA
CITY ISLAND

Craig Pryor
Cliff Wolf
Shannon Hansen
Ben Fitzgerald
Andrew Lentz

50.2
50
49
48.8
48.4

BIG FISH
1. CJ Markley

APRIL 21st
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

11.6

CHATTAHOOCHEE HILLJACK
CATFISHING
UCHEE CREEK MARINA

Killer B’s
Bait Bandit
Livers & Gizzards
Team Livingston
Catfish Mafia

51.6
48.5
44.5
21.95
10.05

BIG FISH
1. Killer B’s

APRIL 21st

35.25

FLATHEAD BLUES ON
CHANNEL 2
HOOVER

1. Chris Macri/David Funk
2. Shawn Dauphin/Carter Dauphin/Craig
Williams
3. Robert Kilkenny/Bill Taylor

42.9
38.2
36.2

BIG FISH
1. Shawn Dauphin/Carter Dauphin/Craig
Williams

24.2
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Tournament Results

APRIL 21st
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

HOLD ‘EM HOOK
INGALLS HARBOR

Brian Stubblefield
Chase Henderson
Brian Ellison/Mike Parker
Kevin Earrnest
Brian Folsom

90.9
67.7
65.1
56.4
48.8

BIG FISH
1. Brian Stubblefield

APRI 21st
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

57.8

TRI-COUNTY CATFISH
ASSOCIATON
CHILLICOTHE

Mike Kuehl/Kassi Kuehl
Phil Johnson/Tyler Sapp
Bubba Smith/Dave Bogatitus
Joe Grzanich/Ron Grzanich
Danny Jackson/Jeremy Yeakey

48.2
46.15
39.85
39.8
38.4

BIG FISH
1. Mike Kuehl/Kassi Kuehl

APRIL 21st - 22nd
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

10.15

FISHIN BLUES
TOM STEED

Richard Wilmeth/Casey McDowell
Johnny Bailey/Adam Potts
Chris Baldwin/Adam Shriver
Roger Pinchback/Junior Shipman
Chris Howard/Hunter Howard

119.5
97.4
95.14
81
79.8

BIG FISH
1. Johnny Bailey/Adam Potts

APRIL 28th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

28.2

CABELA’S KING KAT
LAKE WATEREE

George Lindsay/Karen Lindsay
Dean Birch/Robert Ayers
Shane Queen/Ric Helms
Gene Gaston/Damon Gibson
Ray Waldrop/Tracey Waldrop

120.1
113.44
110.96
105
97.62

BIG FISH
1. George Lindsay/Karen Lindsay

62.84
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Tournament Results

APRIL 28th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

CENTRAL TEXAS CATFISH
TRAIL
GRANGER LAKE

Tight Liners
Fat Cats
DRTW
Granger Boys
Wildcats

36.79
23.55
23.29
18.04
16.9

BIG FISH
1. Tight Liners

APRIL 28th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

14.87

INDIANNA CATFISH
ASSOCIATION
MAYSVILLE

CJ Peters/Jacob
Kevin Childress/Justin Arthur
Jeff/James
Terry/Mary Jane
Andy/Nathan/Steve

56.7
44.7
41.3
20.7
20.5

BIG FISH
1. Kevin Cheldress/Justin Arthur

APRIL 28th

20.7

TRI-STATE KATS
SIOUX CITY

1. Tom Van Kley/Ryan
2. Jerry Limoges/Jerry Limoges Jr
3. Johnny Johnson/Ron Siebold

19.15
6.11
5.6

BIG FISH
1. Tom Van Kley/Ryan

APRIL 28th - 29th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

7.9

MICHIGAN CATFISH ANGLERS
TRAIL
KALAMAZOO RIVER

Adam Weigold/George Glidden
Casey Holdroy/Jared Holdroy
RC Duffy/Melissa Hornacek
Zack VanderSloot/Taylor VanderSloot
Lloyd Borowski/Nick Lewman

46.7
45.5
40.2
39.9
38

BIG FISH
1. Adam Weigold/George Glidden

19.8
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Share the Beauty
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